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great to see some good apps in this package. i'm
looking forward to trying them out. most impressed
by ibook, and think this is a fantastic concept. like
the idea of playing games against the computer,

and having it output some comments on a chosen
move. it'd be great if this could be integrated with
things like the echelon chess board or rapid chess
board. convenient game settings, which allow you

toquickly change board position such as defending,
middle game and middlegame engines, opening

systems and moves, sets. for more detailed
settings, use the advanced game settingsdialog. this

gives you control over the following subjects: not
only is this package the right choice for those who

want to master chess theory, but it's also an
excellent choice for those who just want to improve
their game. it has 52 lessons with more than 1200
instructive examples and exercises. this package
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includes a wide range of subjects, including the
most popular chess tactics, endgame and how to
cope with unbalanced material. remember that if
you don't know how to checkmate the lone king,

then it's going to be a very long and painful road to
becoming a better player. so, here is the perfect

opportunity for a new generation of chess players. it
is intended for players with uscf rating of 1000 or
higher. this course is for club players based on a
textbook by a distinguished russian chess trainer

victor golenishchev. the source material is
supplemented with examples of play by lead chess

players from the latest major contests and is
organized in chess lessons. the course is designed

for 1 year and contains 75 lessons, including
theoretical material and practical exercises. the

theoretical part includes more than 400 examples of
play. the practical part includes more than 200

exercises of varying difficulty.
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full support for the chessbase mega database
(which is included in the package). this software was

developed by gm larry kaufman. this program
includes 60 lessons with more than 1200 instructive
examples and exercises. the program comes with a
library of more than 30,000 puzzles and over 200
computer variants. the program is intended for
players with uscf rating of 1000 or higher. the

premium package includes the best chess engine
houdini 2 pro (rating 3350 by ccrl), chess opening
encyclopedia 2011, a powerful search system, a

unique tree mode, databases of 5.1 million games in
total (as of october 1, 2011) that can be updated

with 2000 new games each week at
www.chessok.com, etc. it includes all above

plusmoves and positions history, world
championship by correspondence, chess games and
tournaments, karpov and kasparov correspondence,

world chess960 rating and so on. there is also a
unique tree mode with analyzing algorithms. the
program is very easy to use, with over 20 video
tutorials available on the publishers site and a

possibility to send questions and feedback to the
manufacturers. the deluxe package includes all
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above plus the best chess engine houdini 2 pro
(3350 rating) with a statistics database of all world

champions with garry kasparov and vladimir
kramnik, the world championship by

correspondence, world chess960 rating and so on.
the program is very easy to use, with over 20 video

tutorials available on the publishers site and a
possibility to send questions and feedback to the

manufacturers. 5ec8ef588b
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